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~qtheb important matters—general •
' • 'Hyderabad Co'mmerdnl_ Corporation.—•There have been many complaints.about the large expenditure incurred by the Hyderabad -Co-perative Commercial Corporation and the lack'of control over it "by any responsible authority. This Corporation is nominally a co-operative society to which Government has entrusted the "task of holding all the grain that Government obtains either from within or without the State and distributing it according to Government's orders. It is, in effect, the whole-saler, godown-keeper and transporter of all Government stocks. Its finance is furnished entirely by Government and is of the order of 9 crores at present. Nearly one-third of the post-war development reserve is invested with it in the form of loans on .which it pays 3 per cent interest, The financial results of the working .of this Corporation show a loss of 198 lakhs in 1947-48 and about 150 lakhs in 1948-49. This is largely due to the prices fixed by Government for sale but also partly to its high incidental charges. In former years* the Hyderabad Commercial Corporation had a monopoly to deal in uncontrolled' commodities for export purposes. It then made profits of about 92 lakhs in about 3 years.
The work of this Corporation is, in other States., where monopoly procurement is undertaken by Government and Government has taken upon itself the responsibility for obtaining grain from outside and distributing it to its people, done entirely by the Supply Department, The Corporation has as its Managing Director a Government servant. Many of its other officers are also Government servants. So far as we have been able to discover, no public purpose is served by handing over this work to the Corporation instead of by Government doing it directly. It is not even, as if being a Corporation meant efficiency in direction, since the Board of Directors meets very rarely and in any case 10 out of the 16 are Government officials* On the whole* there can be no doubt that the performance of this work by the Corporation is a distinct disservice to the public. A glance at the long list of

